
• 26 colleges and 7 universities
with 54 campuses

• Offers 3,885 academic 
programs

• Serves 300,000+ students

• Desired to establish standard
practices and tools to assess
non-traditional learning 
(obtained outside of a formal 
classroom.)



May 2, 2023



Microcosm of today’s meeting 

• Need for standards
• Acronyms
• Building collaboration
• Operability
• Learning Outcomes
• Value Proposition



Recognition of Experiential Learning

Increasing interest of Higher Education institutions 
in recognizing learning that occur outside of a 
traditional classroom. Why?

• Postsecondary attainment goals
• Workforce development
• Movement to competencies, skills
• Self-interest

Standardized tests are the most prevalent 
tools used to assess prior learning – may 
not be applicable for all learning.



Standards, yet no Standards

Recognized standardized test
Not all test scores result in the same amount credit, or any 
credit at all, being awarded by an institution 

Course equivalencies
Your course title = My course title
Your course description = My course description
Ergo, Your course = My course 

Experiential learning assessment
Even fewer adopted “standards” 
Can really be considered the Wild, Wild West



If it looks like a duck, walks like a duck, and…

Prior Learning Assessment
(PLA)

Prior Learning Assessment 
and Recognition 

(PLAR)

Recognition of 
Prior Learning 

(RPL)

Credit for 
Prior Learning 

(CPL)



Desire to Standardize



Step 1 – Start the conversations
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1. Provide prospective and current students a central site/tool explaining 
Credit for Prior Learning (CPL), the process and how they might benefit.

2. Provide another “student success” tool to the institutions.

3. Provide a workflow connecting the student, advisor and assessor involved 
in the CPL process.

4. Utilizes the system’s own faculty to perform assessments.

5. Provide the ability to upload the artifacts (text files, scanned images, video, 
etc.) to support a petition to receive academic credit for prior learning.

6. Provides reporting and metrics on the CPL activities across all institutions.

7. Help to standardize the practices and processes.



Benefits 
for the 

Students



Spring 2018

The project was 
conceived to establish 
an automated web-
based workflow 
platform

Spring 2018-Summer 2020
Web Platform group researched 
potential solutions

November 2020

Minnesota State ITC 
recommended moving 
forward with an RFP

March - October 2022

Implementation work:  
Teams formed, technical 
setup began with the 
vendor, pilot campuses 
onboarding 

Each semester forward

Additional 
Campuses 
implement MyCPL
and continuous 
improvements

MyCPL Web Platform
Timeline

April 2021 – February 2022
Vendor Evaluation, Statement of Work 
created and finalized agreement

Spring 2023
Initial MyCPL set up 
complete, campus 
training, and 
Community of Practice 
started 



Implementing Standards

• Establish a common 
workflow and process

• Establish common 
terminology

• Establish defined roles 
and responsibilities



Implementing Standards

• Integrate MN State’s common ID and Password system 



Implementing Standards

Consistent 
requirements for 

assessment



Implementing Standards

Learning 
Outcomes



Scoring Rubric

• A common rubric is used by ALL assessors
• Portfolio is evaluated on six factors:

1. Sources of Learning – relevant learning 
experiences

2. Demonstration or Learning – supporting artifacts
3. Evidence of Learning – competencies
4. Mastering Knowledge and Skills – application of 

learning
5. Reflection on Learning – alignment with course

outcomes
6. Presentation – completeness and quality of the 

portfolio



Scoring Rubric

Passing 
Score



Interoperability



Interoperability

Data store in the MyCPL
application

API for uploading data from 
MyCPL to the MN State 
student information system



Interoperability



Interoperability



Interoperability



Standards – no laughing matter

Without the hard work of establishing standards, 
Minnesota State would not be where they are today.




